Theater in the round.

Door vision port windows from Goldberg Brothers add authentic charm and safety to professional auditoriums or home theaters. Set the stage as your audience arrives, or take a sneak peek at the other side before opening the door. Available in 28 combinations of sizes, colors, and designs.

- For 1¼" thick doors
- Fits 12" or 18" diameter opening (10" or 16" viewing area)
- Tempered, single-glazed window
- Paired rings go on both sides of the door
- Seven available powder coat finishes
- Laser-etched with a teardrop or cast film reel design
- Can be laser-etched with your custom design
- Includes mounting screws

Choose one of our designs or provide your own.

These products have not been fire-rated. Color samples are approximate. *PC Chrome is a glossy powder coat finish that resembles chrome plating.
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